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my goals

• Demystify programming
• Introduce useful features
• Provide opportunities to practice



part 1: introduction



what is python?

Python is a general purpose 
programming language.

It is easy to learn, highly readable, 
powerful and flexible.



when should you use python?

Programming should help you be more efficient

Countless applications
• data collection
• data cleaning
• analysis
• visualization
• automation



part 2: getting set up



Interpreter à Output

Text Editor + Interpreter à Output

Command Line + Text Editor + Interpreter à Output

Integrated Development Environment (IDE) à Output

getting the tools



integrated development environment
#My first script

print(“Hello, world.”)

Python 3.4.2
>>>
>>> print(“Hello, world.”)
Hello world.
>>>

Last login: Tue Nov 1 13:05:22
149-160-200-169:~ nbrodnax$ 0

1. Python interpreter (required)
2. Text editor (optional)
3. Command line (optional)

u
w

v



• Option 1: Install Anaconda Python 3.6 from Continuum 
www.anaconda.com/download
• Spyder IDE
• Anaconda Navigator Graphical Interface
• Conda Command Line Utility
• Popular data science packages

• Option 2: Install Python 3.6 from Python Software Foundation 
www.python.org
• IDLE IDE

installing the tools on your machine



INTERPRETER TEXT EDITOR

prompt



INTERPRETER

TEXT EDITOR
FILE BROWSER



command line interface
Mac OS X/Linux à Terminal, Bash
Windows à Powershell, Putty

• Interact with computer’s operating system
• Manage Python installation
• Access the Python Interpreter
• Execute a program without the Interpreter



try the Python interpreter 

Use the interpreter interactively

Save the program/script as hello.py and 
run from the IDE

print(“Hello, world.”)

Exercise 2.2

Exercise 2.1



part 3: programming basics



programming language features

1. data types 

2. conditionals

3. loops

4. functions and methods

5. modules and packages



data types

categories for storing different kinds of information in 
memory

• examples – integers, floats, strings, etc.

• form the basis of language syntax and grammar

• help to allocate computing resources efficiently



operating on data types

Assignment
assignment =
add and assign += is the same as 

String
concatenate +
repeat *

Comparison
==  equal !=   not equal 
>    greater than >=  greater than/equal 
<    less than <=  less than/equal 

movie = "Rogue One"

i += 1 i = i + 1

Exercise 3.1



data types: sequences

string—ordered 
sequence of characters

list—ordered sequence 
of items

dictionary—unordered 
sequence of key-value 
pairs

‘happy’

[‘Leia’, ‘Rey’, ‘Maz’]

{‘name’:‘Kylo’, ‘side’:‘dark’}



referencing sequences
mystring = ‘happy’
print(mystring[0])
print(mystring[2:4])

mylist = [‘Leia’, ‘Rey’, ‘Maz’]
print(mylist[-1])

mydict = {‘name’:‘Kylo’, ‘side’:‘dark’}
print(mydict[‘name’])

Reference 
by index 
number, 
starting 
with zero

Reference 
by key

Exercise 3.2



conditionals

name = ‘Grace Hopper’

if len(name) < 20:
print(‘Yes’)

else:
print(‘No’)

4-space indentation
is very important in 
Python.  In this case, 
it tells Python what to 
execute if the 
condition is true.

control structures that allow decision making within 
a program



loops

control structures that allow repeated behavior 
within a program

• for – repeats commands for a finite number of iterations

• while – evaluates a conditional and repeats commands 
while the condition is True



for loops
name = ‘Grace Hopper’

i = 0
for letter in name:

if letter in [‘a’,‘e’,‘i’,‘o’,‘u’]:
i = i + 1

print(name + ‘ has ’ + str(i) + ‘ vowels.’)

colon

indentation

convert the integer i to a string in order to 
concatenate it with other strings



while loops
name = ‘Grace Hopper’

i = 0
vowel_count = 0
while i < len(name):

if name[i] in [‘a’,‘e’,‘i’,‘o’,‘u’]:
vowel_count = vowel_count + 1

i = i + 1
print(name + ‘ has’ + str(vowel_count) + ‘ vowels.’)

Exercise 3.3



functions v. methods

function-–named block of code that can accept 
any number of arguments

method—a function with a built-in parameter for the 
object being acted on

my_string = ‘aBcDe’
print(my_string)

print(my_string.lower())



writing your own functions

def say_hello(name_string):
print(‘Hello, ’ + str(name_string) + ‘!’) 
return None

say_hello(‘NaLette’)

def function_name(argument1, argument2, ...):
first command
second command
return output

Exercise 3.4



modules

a file containing Python definitions and statements 
and ending in .py

module description
datetime basic date and time types
csv CSV file reading and writing
re regular expression operations
os miscellaneous operating system tools
random generate pseudo-random numbers



packages

a type of module that has a folder of submodules 
and tools to manage them

package description
requests http protocol library
beautifulsoup4 xml and html parsing
pandas high-performance data structures
nltk working with human language data
scikit-learn data mining and analysis



part 4: working with files



files for part 4

workshop.py
kipling_jungle_book.txt



what do we want to do? 
1. ask the user for a text filename: input()

note: input() accepts and returns a string

2. ask the user for the number of lines to display : 
input() 

3. convert the number of lines to an integer: int() 

4. display that number of lines: print()



user input

print("What file should I read from?")
filename = input("> ")

print("How many lines should I read?")
lines_to_read = input("> ")

displayed to the user

prompt
store input in variable



reading files using open()

line_counter = 0

file = open(filename, 'r')
while line_counter < int(lines_to_read):

print(file.readline())
line_counter = line_counter + 1

file.close()

you must 
close any 
file that 
has been 
opened



reading files using with open()
with open(filename, 'r') as file:    

while line_counter < int(lines_to_read):        
print(file.readline())        
line_counter += 1    

print(str(line_counter) + " lines read\n")

The with clause automatically closes the file



working with CSV files

1. count the number of words in each line

create a new function: count_words()

2. find length of the longest word

create a new function: longest_word_length()

3. save the line number, word count, and length of 
the longest word in a CSV file



writing a function

def count_words(mytext):    
"""Returns the number of words in a string    
str -> int"""    
words = mytext.split(" ")    
return len(words)

return value

function name argument



another function
def longest_word_length(mytext):    
"""Returns the average word length in a string    

str -> int"""    
words = mytext.split(" ")    
word_lengths = []    
for word in words:

word_lengths.append(len(word))    
return max(word_lengths)



modules
import csv

with open("workshop.csv", 'w') as csvfile, \
open(filename, 'r') as txtfile:    
writer = csv.writer(csvfile)

import 
statements 
allow you 
to add 
functions

a “writer” object



writing files
with open("workshop.csv", 'w') as csvfile, \

open(filename, 'r') as txtfile:    
writer = csv.writer(csvfile)
writer.writerow(["line number", "word count", "longest word"])
line_counter = 0    
while line_counter < int(lines_to_read):        

line_number = line_counter + 1        
content = txtfile.readline()        
word_count = count_words(content)        
longest_word = longest_word_length(content)        
writer.writerow([line_number, word_count, longest_word])        
line_counter += 1



run your script
From IDE

From the Command Line 
Terminal (Mac OS X) Example
• Use ls to see a list of files in the directory
• Use cd to move to the directory that contains your script

149-160-200-169:~nbrodnax$ ls
149-160-200-169:~nbrodnax$ cd Documents
149-160-200-169:~nbrodnax$ python3 workshop.py



Questions?

email: nmbrodnax@gmail.com
web: www.nalettebrodnax.com

linkedin: nalettebrodnax
github: nmbrodnax
twitter: @nbrodnax


